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1.

INTRODUCTION

OF recent years, there has been a great accession of exact knowledge regarding
the spectroscopic behaviour of crystals. Much of this knowledge has
been gained by the method of
investigation introduced by the present writer
in the year 1928, namely, the spectral examination of the scattered radiations
from crystals illuminated by monochromatic light. Valuable information
has also come to hand from the study of luminescence spectra and of
absorption spectra in the visible and ultra-violet regions at low temperatures.
Considerable progress has also been made in the study of infra-red absorption
by crystals. By working with thin films, and also by using the highest
possible resolving powers, the inherent difficulties and imperfections of infrared spectroscopy as applied to solids have been minimised. C¡
investigations by these diverse methods concur in showing that the vibration spectrum of a crystal held at a sufficiently low temperature as observed in the
infra-red region of frequency is effectiveq a [ine spectrwn. From the fact
that several procedures of expe¡
study which are whoUy different
in principle agree in their indications, it is clear that the spectra of crystals
ate inherently of this nature and not by virtue of auy particular method of
observing them.
The earlier theories of the subject which were based on ideas derived
from the behaviour of elastic solids identified the atomic vibrations in a
crystal with an {mmense number of "waves" of diverse wave-lengths aud
frequencies assumed to be present in it. This hypothesis led to a conception
of the nature of the vibration spectrum of a crystal radically different from
that stated above, viz., that ir is a continuous spectrum, both in the acoustic
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and in the infra-red ranges of frequency. That such a view gained currency
was perhaps not surprising at a time when experimental knowledge of the
spectroscopic behaviour of crystals was of a meagre description. Ir is,
however, altogether inconsistent with the facts known at present as the result
of recent research, as wilI be shown in this paper and the others following it.
The case of diamond which we shall proceed to consider in detail is
by lar the most suitable test for any theory of the spectroscopic behaviour
of crystals. For, it is the solid of the simplest structure and composition of
which the vibration spectrum is amenable to
theoretical calculation as weU as
to experimental study. Indeed, all the possible different methods of spectroscopic investigation--five in number--which can be applied to the study of
a crystal have been suceessfuUy employed in the case of diamond. A further
special advantage presented by diamond is that its vibration spectrum appears
spread out over a wide range of frequency. This makes it possible with only
instruments of moderate power to ascertain and establish the true nature
of its spectrum unambiguously, while with the aid of more powerful instruments, ir is possible to discover and demonstrate the finest details of its
spectral behaviour. A further and notable advantage which arises from the
high frequencies of atomic vibration in diamond is that the secondary effects
due to thermal agitation are unimportant in its case even at ordinary
temperatures. Such effects are markedly present in the majority of crystals
and disturb the intrinsic simplicity of their spectra.
2. TtIE EIGmr
As is weU known, the structure of diamond may be described as consisting of two similar Bravais lattices of carbon atoms of the face-centred
cubic type interpenetrating each other. Each atom in one of the lattices
is linked to four atoms in the other latti~e by valenr bonds along the four
trigonal axes of symmetry of the crystal. The atoms in the two lattiees appear
in distinct layers in the or
as weU "as in the cubic planes. In the
former set of planes, they are alternately nearer and further apart, whŸ in
the cubic planes they are equidistant. This disposition of the layers is a consequence of the quadrivaleuce of the carbon atoms and is represented in Fig. 1,
for the octahedral planes and in Fig. 2 for the cubic ones. At and A2 represent sucr
layers of carbon atoms belonging to one lattice, while Bl and B.,
represent successive layers belonging to the other.
In Part I of this se¡
of papers, we have already de¡
the nine
possible eigenvibrations of diamond, and they may be readily visualised
with the help of a model of its structure. Figs. 1 and
2
above are also helpful
in this r162
The principal oscillation of tlie structure is the one in
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B!

Fzo. 1. Structure of Diamond vi9

perpendicular to a trigonal axis

A!

8~
Fzo. 2. Structure of Diamond viewed perpendicular to a cubic axis

which the atoms of each lattice movo together in the same phase against the
atoms in the other lattice moving together in the opposite phase. It is a
triply degenerate oscillation, and hence the direction of motion may be
either norma1 of tangential to the atomic planes in either of the two figures,
v/z., up aud down the printed page of horizontally across it. The other
eight possiblc movements arise from the three pairs of possible alternatives;
the oscillations may be of the octahedral or of the cubic planes of atoms;
the oscillations may be normal of tangential to these planes; the oscillations
may be symmetric or antisymmetfic, adjaceut layers of the structure, belonging to the two lattices moving in the same phase in the symmetfic ruedes,
and in opposite phases in the antisymmetric ones. Thus, for instance, in
the tangential symmetric oscillation of the octahcdral planes, the layers A t
and Bt in Fig. 1 mov• together horizontaUy across the page against the layers
A~ and B~ moving together in the opposite direction. Similafly, in the

tangenª antisymmet¡

oscillation

of the cubic planes,the

laycrs

Az and
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B~ in Fg. 2' more together hofizontally across the page against the layers
Bt and A~ moving together in the opposite direetion.
TAm~ I
Descending order
of Frequency

Degeneracy

Descripfiou of Mode

I

*.

3

Oscillafion

of the two lattices

II

..

8

Tangential

antisymmetric

III

..

6

Tangential symmetric oscillation of the cnbic planes

IV

..

4

Normal symmetric oscillation of the octahedral planes

V*

..

3

Normal antisymmetric oscillation of the cubic planes*

VI*

..

3

Normal symmetric osciUation of the cabic planes*

VIl

..

4

Normal antisymmetric oscUlatton of the octahedral planes

VIII

..

6

Tangantia[ antisymmetric oscillation of the cublc planes

IX

..

8

Tangential symmetdc oscillafion of the octahedral planes

oscillation

ofthe

octahedral

planes

* N o t e . - - M o d e s V and VI have the samr frequency.

3. THE VAL~CE FORCES
The forces coming i n t o play when the atoms in diamond osciUate are
principaily of two kinds, viz., thos= due to changes of bond-lengths and
those due to changes of bond-angl•s. The forr
of the first kind aro predomiuanfly of greater strength, and this fact takcn together with the
geometry
of the modes enables us readily to arrange them in a descending sexluence
of frequency es shown in Tablc I. We shall, to begin with, consider only
the forces due to the-changes of bond-lengths. It is immediately evidcnt
that they aro absent in the tangential symm•tdc oscillation of the octahvdral
plane~, es also in the tangential anfisymmetric oscillation of the cubic planes
d•sc¡
in the preceding paragraph. These two modes havc therefore the
Iowest frequcncies and are accordingly placed at the bottom of the table.
On the other hand, the tang•ntial antisymmetdc osciUation of the octahedral
planes, and the tangential symmetric oscillation of the cubic planes both
involve large vadations of bond-lcngth. By referente to Figs. l and 2, ir is
sean that the changes of bond-length in each case are exacfly the samc es
in the analogous movements of the two lattices against each other in mode I.
Accordingly, these three modes havr the highe~t frequency and are placed
at the top of the tablc. The four modes in which the atomic layers movc
normally to themselves remain to be considcrcd. It is readily sccn that the

symmctric

and antisymmet¡

normal vibration~

of the cubicplanes

would
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have identical frequencies o,91 to the disposition of the valence bonds
and of the atoms in equidistant layers. On the other hand, the symmetric
and antisymmetric normal oscillations of the oetahedral planes are obviously
different. A simple calculation based on the inclination of the valence
bonds to the direetion of movement shows that the symmetrie oscillation
would have a higher frequeney than the antisymmetrical, while the normal
oscillation of the eubic planes would have ah intermediate frequency.
In the final ordering of the modes, we have also to consider the forces
due to the variations of the bond-angles. These differ notably in the modes
VIII and IX in which bond-length variations ate totally absent, as also in
the modes I, II and III in which they are of equal magnitude, and hence
enable us to arrange them in the proper sequence of frequency. The tangential symmetric oscillation of the octahedral planes (mode IX) obviously
involves variations of fewer bond-angles than the tangential antisymmetric
oseillation of the cubic planes (mode VIII). It therefore now appears at
the bottom of the table, with the latter immediately above it. The principal
lattice oseillation (mode I) involves variations of all six bond-angles and is
therefore placed at the top of the table, followed in order by the tangential
antisymmetric oseillation of the oetahedral planes (mode II) and the tangential symmetde oscillation of eubic planes (mode HI) in which only three
bond-angles and one bond-angle respectively vary sensibly. The nine
eigenvibrations as thus finally arranged are shown in Table I.
4. NUMERICALEVALUATIONOF THE EIGENFREQUENCIES
The descending sequenee al frequency shown in Table I i s sufficient to
enable the modes of vibration manifesting themselves in the spectrum o f
diamond to be individually identified. It is possible, however, to go further
and make a numerieal estimate of the frequency of each of the modes, thereby confirming the assignment of the observed spectral frequeneies to the
different modes and placing their identification on a seeure basis. We shall
proeeed to show how this may be done.
In any eigenvibration, equivalent atoms, have the same amplitude of
motion, and since the masses of the two sets of equivalent atoms in diamond
are the same, it follows that the atomic displacements are also the same.
It is sufficient therefore to lind the forees aeting on any one atom in a given
mode of vibration to ascertain its frequeney. The principal forees acfing
on each atom are (I) the foree proportional to its own displacement, and
(2) the forces proporfional to the displacements of the four atoms with which
ir is linked by valence bonds. The displacements of the more distant neighbours would also gire rise to forees, but these would be smaller, and owing
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to the alternation of phase in successive layers would tend to cancel each
other out. We may accordingly limit ourselves to the forces specified above.
We denote the three force-constants with which we ate concerned by
P, Q and R. P i s the restoring force on the atom under consideration a¡
from a unir displacement of itself along a cubic axis. Q and R are the forces
on the atom arising from a similar displacement of one of the atoms linked
with it, Q being parallel to the displacement, and R perpendicular to it.
P being taken as a positive quantity, it is evident that Q would be negative
and that P/4 would be the order of magnitude of its numerical value or rather
ah upper limit for the same. For, the restoring force P may be regarded
as due to the displacement of ah atom relatively to its four nearest neighbours, though the more distant atoms may also sensibly contribute. Further, owing to the tetrahedral disposition of the valence bonds, R and Q
would be nearly equal to each other. More definitely, it can be said that
Q > R > Q/2. The upper ]imit Q for R would be reached ii" the forccs
arise solely from the variation of bond-length, but we kn£ that this is not
the case and that the variation of bond-anglcs has also to be considered.
The lower limit for R, namely Q/2, is set by the consideration that the forces
due to variation of bond-angles would then be so large that modes IV, V,
VI and Vil in Table I womd no longer f o r m a descending sequence of
frequency. The ratios P: Q : R are thus known a priori, at least approximately, from considerations based on the structure of diamond.
TABLE I I

Calculated and Observed Eigenfrequeneies of Diamond
F (Operative
Force--constant)

Mode

I
II
III
IV
V&VI
Vil
VIII
IX

.o
OO
Q 9

O@
14
$@
Io

Q=

R=

Q = - P/5
R=2Q/3

cln. I 1

Cm"/.

1332
1276
1216
1018
942
860

P-4Q
P-2Q -2R
P-4R
P+2Q-4R
P
P-2Q+4R
P+4R
P+2Q+2R
P~

Q=-P/4
R=2Q/3

CHIo--1

1382
1282
1230
1057
993
928
678
573

385
6.28
-1.57
-1.047

Q= - P/6
R=2Q/3

6.975
-1.895
-0.93

1332
1287
124O
1087
1031
973
770
688
7.536
- I'~-.56
-0.837

Observed
Frequency
C1~o--1

1~2
1~0
1232
11~
10~
I~8
7~
6~

• 105 dynes per cm.
do
do

Denoting the mass of the carbon atom by m, the frequency in wavenumbers by v and the velocity of light by c, we write

4~'v~c2m = F,

(1)
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where F is the operative force-constant, viz., the magnitude of the force
acting on the atom per unit displaeement. This is shown for each of the
diiTerent modes in the second column of Table II. The formul~ are readily
derived by reference to the modes as described in Table I. We remark that
P necessadly appears in each case. Q appears with a factor equal to the
number of linked atoms which move in the same phase as the atom under
consideration, less the number moving in the opposite phase; the factor
is --4, --2, 0, + 2 , 0, --2, 0 and + 2 respectively for the modes as listed.
The force-component R is perpendicular to a cubic axis and does not therefore appear in the frequency expressions for modes I, V and VI, the motion
being along a cubic axis. In the remaining modes, the movement is along
a body-diagonal o r a face-diagonal of the cube, and R therefore appears in
the formula~ with a multiplying f/tctor equal to the number of atoms effective
in each case. A check on the formul~ is obtained by putting Q = - P / 4 and
Q = R, when the frequency comes out as the same for the first three modes,
as zero for the last two a n d a s a descending sequence for those between.
Table II make~ a comparison of the observed frequencies with those
calculated on the basis of the P : Q : R ratios shown at the head of each
column, the corresponding numerical values of P, Q and R which give the
frequency of the first mode as 1332cm_ t being shown below. It will be
seen that there is good agreement between the figuras appea¡
in the last
two eolumns, thus supporting the identification of the modes with the
observed spectral frequencies, as weU as the theoretical approach on which
the ealculations are based. The agreement is, of r
not perfeet, but
this is only to be expected, since the forces have been ignored which a¡
from the more distant atoms. The fact that Q comes out as - P/6 and not
as -- P/4 is a clear indication that such forces are small, but are not negligible.
This interpretation of the discrepancies between the figures shown in the last
two columns of Table II is completely confirmed by ah investigation of
K. G. Ramanathan (1947) appea¡
elsewhere in these Proceedings. The
dynamics of the problem has been very fully worked out by hito, taking
acr
of no fewer than 28 atoms in the equations of motion.
5. Ac~vrrY IN LIGHT-SCATTERING
We shall now consider the activity of the various modes of vibration
in light-scatte¡
Equivalent atoms in the structure have the same phase
in mode I, while they are alternately in opposite phases in successive layers
in the other modes. The ehanges of optical polarisability therefore add up
for mode I, while they cancel out (to afirst approximation) in the other modes.
Mode I is therefore active in light-scattering, while the others are not.
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TABLE H I

Theoretical Activity of the Eigenvibrations
(For explanation see text)
Light Scattering
Serial order

Cm--1

1st Order
I

II
IIl
IV
V & VI
VII
VIII
IX

--

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Infra-red Absorption

Frequency

1332
1250

1232
1149
1088
1008
752
620

Active
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive

2nd Order

I

- Strong
Strong
Very Strong
Strong
Weak
Very Weak
Inactive
Inactive

Ist Order*
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inaetive
Inactive
Inaetive

2nd Order
Inactive
Very Weak
Very Weak
Weak
Strong

Strong

Inactive
Inae ti ~e

* IVote.--Thc enfrŸ in the fifth column o f the Cable assume that the electronic structure
of diamond ¡
octahedral symmetry. F o r a discussion o f the infla-red activity o f the first
order arising when thJs is not the case, sce Section 7 below.

In the second approximation, the non-linear dependence of the optical
polarisability on the atomic displacements has to be considered. It is evident that ir the increase in optical polarisability due to the approach of two
atoms is different from the decrease due to their recession by an equal amount,
the effects of the successive layers would not cancel out completely, leaving
a residue which passes through a complete cycle of changes twice du¡
each oscillation and has therefore twice its frequency. Superposition of
two modes with different frequencies would, in addition, yield a residual
effect with a summational frequency. In considering the magnitude of such
effects, it is useful to regard the valence bonds themselves as the units which
are optieally polarisable. We represent each bond as having an eUipsoid
of polarisability of its own. The tetrahedral grouping of the ellipsoids in
the crystal secures its optical isotropy in the non-oscillating state. Alterations of bond-lengths during a vibration produce changes in the axial
dimensions of the eUipsoids, while variations of bond-angle would alter
their o¡
Only major changes could be expected to give observable
second-order effects. Aecordingly, we are justified in assuming that only
changes of bond-length would give such effects. The strength of the effects
would be determined principaUy by the absolute magnitude of the variations
of bond-length, and ordy to a lesser extent by the number of bonds so
varying.
The activity of the various eigenvibrafions has been assessed and shown
in the fourth column of Table I_ti on the basis of the foregoing considerations.
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Modcs VIII and IX do not involve changes ofbond-length
and should therefore be inactive.
Mode Vil is a normal oscillation
of the octahedral
laycrs
involving changes of
three bond-lcngths out
of every four, but theseehanges
are vcry smaU. Accordingly,
this mode should exhibir only a very
weak
second-order
activity.
Modcs V and VI are normal oscillations
of the cubic
planes in which two out of every
four bonds vary in length, but the •hangcs
ate definitely
largcr than in mode VIL Their activity should thcrefore
be
greater than that
of mode VIL In mode IV, only one bond out of every
four vades, but the entire motion is along this bond, and the change in its
length is therefore
considerable.
Accordingly,
this mode should be strongly
active. In the three remaining modes of highest frequency in the hable,
the bond-length variations are large,, but the number of bonds varying is
different, being four in mode I, three in mode II, and two in mode III. The
individual va¡
in bond-length are greatest in mode HI, less in mode II
and least in mode I. Accordingly the second-order activity in light-scattering should be strongest'in mode III, less in mode II, and least in mode I,
though very considerable in all three cases.
The second-order activity is essentially dependent on the absolute
magnitude of the atomic displacements and unless these ate large, their
results would be of negligible intensity. The atomie displacements are
determined by the consideration that the energy of vibration is hv for asingle
excitation and 2hv for a double excitation. The amplitudes of vibration
would be very small and the second-order effects, therefore whoUy unobservable ir this energy be distributed over the entire volume of the
crystal
or even
over a large number of lattice cells. We may remark further, that since the
elastic vibrations of a crystal extend over its whole volume, they cannot
exhibit any second-order activity in light-scattering. The first order activity
is also cancelled out completely by optical interferenee except in the very
sp~cial case of a coherent rettection.
6. AC'TIVITYIN I~3tA-RrD ABSORPTION
To sŸ
the diseussion of the activity of the modes in infra-red
absorption, we shall here restnct ourselves to the case in which the electronic
strueture of diamond can be assumed to possess octahedral symmetry. The
dist¡
of electron density has then a centre of symmetry at the point
midway between every pair of linked carbon atoms. Since, further, the
carbon atoms have equal masses, these points would continue to be centres
of symmetry of the electron dist¡
in mode I, which would therefore
be inactive to alI orders of approximation. The remaining modes (II to IX)
would also be inactive but for a different reason, viz., that the phase of
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the vibration is reversed at ear sur162
layer of atoms and the effects of
sur
layers would therefore cancel ear other out in the first approxi-

mation.

We have now to r
whether the osr
of the atomir layers
in the modes II to IX would gire rise to eler
moments in the individual
layers large enough to give ah observable seeond-order effeet of double frequency. The tetrahedral symmetry of diamond ensures that the atomir nudei
are also the centres of distribution of the negative electric charges surrounding
them. But when the layers of atoms oseiUate normally to themselves and
the neighbours on either side of eaeh layer do not more symmetrieally with
resper to ir, the tetrahedral symmetry of dist¡
of eharge would evidently be disturbed. As a result, ear atomie plane would ber
ah
osr
eler
double layer, thereby giving rise to an observable ser
order infra-red ar
A tangential oscillation of the atomir layers would,
however, not be effer
in the same manner of to the same extent. Ir,
further, as in modes VIII and IX, the valenc~ bonds only tilt but do not
stretr
no apprer
dipole moments r
develop. The relative activities of the various modes can be assessed on the basis of these r
and are shown in the last r
of Table III. We may remark that modes
V and VI are normal osr
of the eubie planes, while modes IV and
VII are those of the or
planes. In mode VII, the elosely a d j a ~ n t
atomir layers approar and recede from ear other, while the more distant
ones remain at the same distante. In mode IV, the situation is reversed,
viz., the dosely adjar
layers remain at the same distanr apart from ear
other, while the more distant one rer
and approar
In these r162
stanr
it is r
that mode VII should exhibit greater infra-red activity than
mode IV, as shown in the table.
7.

THE SPECTROSCOPICFACTS

The spectroscopic bchaviour of diamond has bccn very thoroughly
invcstigated at Bangalore with the result that we have a wcalth of experimental
results at our disposal. The data for the spectral frequencies obtained by
different methods have been set together in parallel columns and represented
in the forro of a chart below (Fig. 3). For lack of spacc, the chart omits
reference to the infra-red emission spcctra. These, however, closely follow
the corresponding absorption spcctra.

The Scattering of Light.--Spcctroscopic studies made p¡ to 1943 had
revealed that diamond exhibits in light-scatte¡
a frequency shift of
1332 cm.-x, evidenfly representing our mode I. FoUowing on the publication of bis theory (Raman, 1943), the present writer confidently ventured to
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-2013
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4170
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~0~

2010
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m

2470
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Al~mrption.

Lumitm~r~mae.

Infla-Red I.

InfvarRed II.

ln~t.a.Red l l I .

Seatteeing.

FIo. 3. Spectral Freque~cies in cm.-x as observed by various methods

predict that diamond should also exhibit a second-order spectrum with other
frequency shifts explicable as octaves and combinations of its eight fundamental frequencies. Ah experimental investigation undertaken by Dr. R. S.
Krishnan soon afterwards cordirmed this prediction. A detailed report on
his latest findings appears in a paper by Dr. R. S. Kdshnan (1947) appearing
in these Proceedings. His earlier papers (1944, 1946) on the subject also
contain valuable experimental material to which the reader is referred. It
~~ill sul¡ here to remark that these publications cleady establish the diserete
chara'cter of the vibmtion spectrum of diamond indicated by the present theory.
Of particular significance is the notable intensity of the second-order spectrum
in relation to that of the first order, which clearly demonstrates that the energy of
the high-frequency vibrations in the crystal is not diffused through ir in the form
of a "wave "', but is concentrated in extremely small regions comparable in
volume with its lattice cells. The interesting fact that the octave of the 1332
line is not the most intense one in .the second-order spectrum,--being, in
raer, the third in order of intensity--finds its explanation in the theoretieal
eonsiderations set out in Section 5 of the present paper. Dr. R. S.
Krishnan's earlier spectrograms did not reveal the oetave of mode VIL
The theoretieal prediction that it should appear in the second-order speetmm
though only with a very small intensity has, however, been confirmed in
lds most re~nt investigations.
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Infra-Red Absorption.--AU diamonds without exception exhibit an
infra-red absorption in the region of frequeneies between 1560 era.-1 and
2470 cm_ a, the strength of which shows no appreciable variation from speeimen to specimen. Ir is therefore elearly a fundamental property of diamond.
The existence of such absorption and its speetral charaeters are explained
by the theoretical considerations set out in Section 6 of the present paper.
The two prominent peaks in infra-red absorption appe.aring at 2010 cm.-x
and 2170
cm_
~ ate cleaxly the oetaves of the fundamental frequeneies 1008
and 1088.
A study of the erystal forros of diamond from a new point of view (Raman
and Ramaseshan, 1946) has shown elearly that the erystal symmetry of
diamond is, in general, only tetrahedral, though some diamonds undoubtedly
possess the higher or oetahedral symmetry of strueture. The faet that the
great majo¡ of diamonds exhibit infra-red aetivity of the first order ceases
to be surprising in the light of this finding. The strildng variations in the
strength of sueh aetivity in different
also
speeimens
find their natural explanation in the interpenetration of the positive and negative tetrahedral
struetures whieh is also elearly indieated by the erystallographie evidenee.
From our present point of view, these faets ate ehietty interesting sinee infrared aetivity of the first-order makes the fundamental frequeneies themselves
accessible to observation. The three eolumns marked (I), (II), ( I I I ) i n
Fig. 3 represent results typical of those observed with different diamonds.
A full report on the infra-red absorption speetra of numerous diamonds
is made by K. G. Ramanathan (1947) in a paper appearing in these Proeeedings. Ir wiU suffice here to make a few remarks supplementing those
eontained in Seetion 6 of the present paper on the theoretical aspeets of the
subject. The small difference in strueture whieh #ves rise to the first-order
aetivity in most diamonds would not make any differenee in respect of the
second-order aefivity. Henee no ehanges are neeessary in respect of the
entries in the last eolumn of our Table TII. ff there were no interactions
between the different normal modes, tetrahedral symmetry would result in
making mode I active, the other modes remaining inaetive in the first
appro~imation. Aetually, however, the differenees between mode I and
the other modes are due only to the differenees in the phases of movement
of the atomie layers. In view of this geometrie similarity of the movements
and the anharmonieity of the forees arising from the atomic displaeements,
a strong
between
interaetion
the different " n o r m a l " vibrations is inevitable.
Such interaetion would be the more powerfnl, the smaller the differenc~ of
frequeney between mode I and the other mode tmder eonsideration. We need
not therefore be surprised to fmd, as is aetually the case, that the infra-red
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activity of modo I results in the modas with frcquencies not vcry remote
from it also showing an observable activity of the first-order.

Emission and Absorption by Luminescent Diamonda.--The emission
spectra of luminescent diamonds ate of two different kinds, vi,.., "blue
luminescence " and "yellow luminescence ", and there ate also two corresponding types of absorption spectra. These havc their origin in electronic
transitions which appear at )t 4152 and ;~ 5032 respectively and combine
with vibrational transitions in the crystal, giving a spectrum strctchino respectivcly towards Ionger wave-lengths in emission and towards shorter wavelengths in absorption. The spectra are best studied with the diamond hcld
at liquid air tcmperatures, the features observed in the spcctra being then
most sharply defined. The vibrational frequencies as dctermincd from the
emission aud absorption spectra are practically identical. Indeed, these
spectra exhibit a remarkable mirror-image symmetry about the electronic
transition (~ 4152 or k 5032 as the case may be), in respect of both position
and distribution of intensity, thereby affording a clear demonstration that
they a¡
from the combination of the electronic aud vibrational frequencies
of the crystal.
The spectroscopic behaviour of no fewer than 28 diamonds in luminescence and absorption has been investigated in dctail by Miss Auna Mani
(1944). Her paper may be consulted for a full report on the subject including
further details. One of her most interesting findings is that the vibration
spectra accompanying the ~ 4152 and ~ 5032 electronic transitions are strikingly ditferent in rcspect of the distribution of intensity. The vibrational
transitions accompanying the ~4152 transition are principaUy those lying
in the upper of infra-red range of frequency and their overtones, whilc those
accompanying the )~5032 electronic transitions aro principaUy the " e l a s t i c "
vibrations of lower frequency. Hence, the " b l u e " lumirtescence and corresponding absot-ption spectra are those which ate important from our present
point of view. Miss Mani has shown that the ;14152 transition is reaUy a
doublct, the width of the components as weU as thcir separation varying
with the specimen under study. Even at liquid air temperature, the total
width covered by the electronic transition is never less than 20 cm.-x and
may be as such as 50 cm.-1. This width necessarily appears in the spectra
when the electronic frequency combines with the vibrational frequencies and
hence obscures to some extent the monochromatic character of the latter.
Even so, the discrete naturc of the vibra~ional spectrum in the upper rangos
of frequency is clearly manifcst in the emission and absorpª
by " b l u e "
lumiuescent diamonds when held at liquid air temperatures. The observed
frequcncy diffcrences are shown in our chart (Fig. 3).
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8. S ~ v
Considerations
based on the c~stal
structure
of diamond enable its
nine eigenvibrationsto
be arranged on a deseending soale
of ffequency.
The
magnitude of the foroe-oonstants
involved can also be de¡
within narrow
limits.
The numerioal
values of the frequencies evaluated
on the basis of
the theoreti~l
formulm show a close a~eement with the observed values.
The geomet~ of the ruedes determines the
changes in bond-polarisabilities
and electron distributions produced by them, from which their activities in
light-scattering and in infra-red absorption can be ascertained both in the
first and in the second approximation. A comparison of the results with the
experimental facts shows a striking agreement. The observed intensity of
the second-order effects in relation to those of the ftrst order indicates that
the eigenvibrations are localised in volume elements comparable in size with
the lattice cells of the crystal.
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